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ARCHITECTURAL QUALITY & STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE

Roof Span: Up to 6'0"
Floor Span: Up to 4'0"
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An Engineered Wood Product
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Available in Jack Pine or
Larch
Wide boards and rustic look

For interior use as flooring and/or
ceiling
Structural strength: with a thickness
of 1 ¼’’, it can be installed directly on
the floor joists or roof rafters
3 steps in 1 installation for
mezzanines: LAMFLOOR® replaces
the ceiling, subflooring and flooring
Savings on labor, materials and time
All boards have the same
dimensions
Can be used for decking
Kiln dry: 8% or less moisture
content for better stability

A GREENER PROCESS
Our Lamco process used to make the LAMFLOOR®
wide boards generates zero waste. Everything is
recycled from rejected raw materials to saw dust.
This process, by laminating and finger jointing
small size lumber into bigger boards, is also a
green solution to the scarcity of bigger trees
needed to make lumber of large dimensions.
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An environment-friendly engineered wood product from a renewable resource

LAMFLOOR

FINISH

DESCRIPTION
Lamfloor® is the LAMCO wide board wood floor made of
jack pine or larch. The Lamco process, by laminating and
finger jointing small size lumber into bigger boards, is a
green solution to the scarcity of bigger trees needed to
make lumber of large dimensions. In addition, this process
generates zero waste. All the raw materials used to make
Lamfloor® are dried at low temperature with controlled
moisture content to eliminate dimension variations after
installation. Lamfloor® can be used for mezzanines or any
other applications where a nice appearance on both sides
of the board is needed.

Lamfloor® is sold unfinished. It is preferable to sand and
apply varnish or finish oil to the floor to increase its
durability.
Because of its rustic floor character, Lamfloor® boards can
contain natural defects that may require some final
touch-ups.

HANDLING AND STORAGE
Jack pine

Must always be stored inside.

- Similar to white pine, but denser and with natural knots
- Has a beautiful visible wood grain
- Easy to stain or finish

To minimize expansion or shrinking of your floor,
it is recommended to maintain the relative humidity
between 40% and 55%.

Larch
INSTALLATION

- The hardest of softwoods
- Has a unique wood grain with more accents
- Has apparent annual growth rings that create a pleasant
mix of colors that stand out once finished.

DIMENSIONS

---------------

Lay a line of construction
adhesive (10’’) on the
beams or joists.

Dimensions ((Jack Pine ======
or Larch)
Profile

Length

Nominal
dimension
Real

Exposed
Width (Loss of

coverage :12,5%)

Coverage by
package

(24 boards of 12')

Place the Lamfloor®
board on the beams.

2'' x 12"
10 1/2''

12' or 16'
11/4 '' x 10 3/4"

covers
252 sqft

Fasten to each joist
with a 2 ¼’’ screw in
the male strip. For
easier fastening,
we recommend
predrilling
some fastening holes
in the male strip.
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